We derive a new analytical model for the evolution of a collisional cascade in a thin annulus around a single central star. In this model, r max the size of the largest object changes with time, r max ∝ t −γ , with γ ≈ 0.1-0.2. Compared to standard models where r max is constant in time, this evolution results in a more rapid decline of M d the total mass of solids in the annulus and L d the luminosity of small particles in the annulus:
INTRODUCTION
For over three decades, observations from IRAS, ISO, AKARI, Spitzer, Herschel, and WISE have revealed infrared excess emission from optically thin rings and disks of small solid particles surrounding hundreds of main sequence stars (e.g., Backman & Paresce 1993; Wyatt 2008; Matthews et al. 2014; Kuchner et al. 2016) . Together with occasional direct images, the data suggest typical dust temperatures, 30-300 K, and luminosities, ∼ 10 −5 -10 −2 , relative to the central star. Although young A-type stars have the highest frequency of these 'debris disks,' disks around young FGK stars are also common. Binary systems are almost as likely to harbor debris disks as apparently single stars (Trilling et al. 2007; Stauffer et al. 2010; Kennedy et al. 2012; Rodriguez & Zuckerman 2012; Rodriguez et al. 2015) . Among all stars, the frequency of debris disks declines roughly linearly with stellar age (e.g., Rieke et al. 2005; Currie et al. 2008; Carpenter et al. 2009b,a; Kennedy & Wyatt 2013 ).
Interpreting observations of debris disks requires a physical model which predicts observable properties of the solid particles as a function of stellar spectral type and age. The currently most popular model involves a collisional cascade within material left over from planet formation (e.g., Aumann et al. 1984; Backman & Paresce 1993; Wyatt & Dent 2002; Kenyon & Bromley 2002b; Dominik & Decin 2003; Krivov et al. 2006; Wyatt 2008; Matthews et al. 2014) . In this picture, planets excite the orbits of leftover planetesimals. Destructive collisions among the planetesimals produce small dust grains which scatter and absorb/reradiate light from the central star. As radiation pressure removes the smallest grains, ongoing collisions replenish the debris. Over time, gradual depletion of the solid reservoir reduces the disk luminosity; the debris disk slowly fades from view.
Although analytical and numerical calculations of debris disks successfully account for many observations, the models have a major inconsistency. In analytical models, the radius of the largest objects undergoing destructive collisions (r max ) is fixed in time (Wyatt & Dent 2002; Dominik & Decin 2003; Wyatt et al. 2007a,b; Kobayashi & Tanaka 2010; Wyatt et al. 2011) . At late times, the disk mass M d and luminosity L d in a thin annulus then decline linearly with time, L d , M d ∝ t −n with n ≈ 1. In numerical simulations, collisions gradually reduce the size of the largest object; r max then declines with time (e.g., Kenyon & Bromley 2002b , 2008 . As a result, L d and M d decline somewhat more rapidly (n ≈ 1.1-1.2) than predicted by the analytical model.
To reconcile the two approaches, we develop an analytical theory for the decline of r max with time. Combining our result with the standard theory for the decline of the disk mass leads to a self-consistent picture for the long-term evolution of r max , M d , and L d which generally matches the results of numerical simulations. The new theory should enable more robust comparisons of models with observations of debris disks.
After briefly summarizing existing theory, we formulate and solve an analytical model for the evolution of r max in §2. In addition to matching current theory when r max is constant, the model predicts how the decline of r max with time depends on the physical properties of the solids in the disk. The analytical solutions for r max agree remarkably well results from a suite of numerical simulations ( §3). In §4, we conclude with a brief summary.
EXPANDED ANALYTIC MODEL
In the standard analytic model for collisional cascades, solid particles with radius r, mass m, and mass density ρ orbit with eccentricity e and inclination i inside a cylindrical annulus with width δa centered at distance a from a central star with mass M and luminosity L . For particles smaller than some maximum size r max (mass, m max ), all collisions are destructive. Among particles ejected in a collision, radiation pressure removes those smaller than some minimum size r min (mass, m min ). This loss of material leads to a gradual reduction in the total mass M d with time. If the swarm of particles has a size distribution N (r), integrating the collision rate over all sizes r ≤ r max yields the time evolution of the total mass, M d (t) (e.g., Dohnanyi 1969; Hellyer 1970; Williams & Wetherill 1994; O'Brien & Greenberg 2003; Kobayashi & Tanaka 2010; Wyatt et al. 2011; Kenyon & Bromley 2016) .
To expand the analytical theory to include a changing r max , we separate collisions into cratering and catastrophic regimes (see also Krivov et al. 2006; Kobayashi & Tanaka 2010; Wyatt et al. 2011 , and references therein). For a collision between two particles with masses m 1 and m 2 (m 2 ≤ m 1 ) and radii r 1 and r 2 (r 2 ≤ r 1 ), catastrophic collisions result in a cloud of debris with a mass similar to the combined mass of the colliding particles and particle sizes much smaller than r 1 . In cratering outcomes, the ejected mass is often larger than m 2 but significantly smaller than m 1 ; thus, m 1 loses mass. Our goal is to derive an analytical prescription for the change in r max from cratering.
We begin our derivation with the collision time t 0 . For a swarm of identical solid particles with radius r max (Wyatt & Dent 2002; Dominik & Decin 2003; Wyatt 2008; Kobayashi & Tanaka 2010; Wyatt et al. 2011; Kenyon & Bromley 2016) :
where r 0 is the initial radius of the largest particles in the swarm, P is the orbital period, Σ 0 = M 0 /2πaδa is the initial surface density of solids, and M 0 is the initial mass of the swarm. By construction, collisions among these largest particles are catastrophic.
To simplify comparisons with previously published expressions for t 0 (e.g., Wyatt & Dent 2002; Dominik & Decin 2003; Krivov et al. 2005 Krivov et al. , 2006 Kobayashi & Tanaka 2010) , we express t 0 in terms of the initial cross-sectional area of the swarm, A 0 . Adopting M 0 /A 0 = 4ρr 0 /3, t 0 = 2πaδaP/A 0 . In this form, the collision time depends only on the geometry of the annulus, the orbital period, and the cross-sectional area of the swarm.
In an ensemble of mono-disperse objects with radius r max and total mass M d , the instantaneous mass loss rate isṀ = −M d /t max , where t max is the collision time. When the swarm contains particles with radii smaller than r max , the collision time depends on the relative number of cratering and catastrophic collisions and the way these collisions re-distribute mass through the swarm. To quantify this process, we setṀ = −M d /αt max . Initially, t max = t 0 ; as the swarm evolves, r max and M d grow smaller. Setting t max = (r max /r 0 )(M 0 /M d )t 0 allows us to relate the evolving collision time to changes in M d and r max . Smaller r 0 (M d ) results in shorter (longer) collision times.
These definitions yield a simple differential equation for M d (t) that depends on the initial state of the system and the two unknowns r max and M d :
With r max ≤ r 0 , M d declines more rapidly with time compared to models with constant r max .
Deriving α requires a collision model. Following methods pioneered by Safronov (1969) , the rate particles with radius r 1 experience collisions with all particles with radius r 2 ≤ r 1 is n 2 σv, where n 2 is the number density of smaller particles, σ is the cross-section, and v is the collision velocity. To express this rate in terms of the properties of the swarm, we adopt the formalism developed for our numerical simulations of planet formation (e.g., Kenyon & Luu 1998; Kenyon & Bromley 2002a , 2008 , and references therein). Specifically,
where N 1 (N 2 ) is the number of particles with radius r 1 (r 2 ), Ω = 2π/P is the angular velocity of particles orbiting the central star, and 1.044 is a factor that includes geometric factors in the cross-section, the distribution of particle velocities, and the ratio i/e = 0.5 for the swarm. For this derivation, we assume the gravitational focusing factor is unity.
Collision outcomes depend on the ratio of the collision energy Q c to the binding energy Q D . Here, we assume Q D is independent of particle size. After a collision, the mass of the combined object is m = m 1 + m 2 − m e where m e is the mass that escapes as debris. In our approach, Q c = m 1 m 2 v 2 /2(m 1 + m 2 ) 2 and m e = 0.
Depending on v 2 /Q D , the ejected mass ranges from zero to the combined mass m 1 + m 2 . For equal mass particles (x = 1), catastrophic collisions eject half of the combined mass when
The fate of the ejected mass depends on the size distribution. Although numerical calculations provide some guidance on the ejecta at large sizes (e.g., Benz & Asphaug 1999; Durda et al. 2004 Durda et al. , 2007 Leinhardt et al. 2008; Leinhardt & Stewart 2009; Morbidelli et al. 2009; Leinhardt & Stewart 2012) , there is little information on small sizes (e.g., Krijt & Kama 2014) . For simplicity, we adopt a standard power law N e (r) ∝ r −3.5 (see also Kobayashi & Tanaka 2010; Weidenschilling 2010; Wyatt et al. 2011, and references therein) , where the size of the largest object in the debris is
and b l is another constant of order unity. If radiation pressure removes all particles with mass m ≤ m min , the amount of mass lost in each collision is then m e (m min /m l ) 1/2 .
With expressions for dN 1 /dt, m e , and m l , we can deriveṀ d by integrating the mass loss rate for a single collision over r 2 and r 1 :
where δ 12 is a factor which prevents double-counting of collisions among identical particles. Accomplishing this task requires a simple numerical integration. We divide particles into a set of N b logarithmic mass bins ranging in size from r min to r max with a ratio δ r = r i+1 /r i between bins. For an adopted size distribution N (r), our algorithm establishes the mass in each bin and then integrates over the bins to infer the mass loss rate. For any set of initial conditions,
Experiments with different δr suggest that the integrals converge to better than 0.1% with 2048-4096 mass bins between r min = 1 µm and r max = 100 km.
For this analysis, we consider two initial size distributions. In the simplest case, N (r) = N 0 r −3.5 where N 0 is a constant which sets the total mass of the swarm, M 0 = (8πρ/3)N 0 r 1/2 max when r max r min . In an equilibrium collisional cascade, however, the size distribution develops a wavy pattern superimposed on the simple power law (Campo Bagatin et al. 1994; O'Brien & Greenberg 2003; Wyatt et al. 2011) . For cascades where catastrophic collisions dominate, Kenyon & Bromley (2016) derive a recursive solution for the equilibrium size distribution from a formalism developed by Wyatt et al. (2011) . Kenyon & Bromley (2016) also show that numerical solutions to collisional cascades which include cratering yield size distributions reasonably close to the analytical result.
To compare solutions for α with different initial size distributions, we consider debris in an annulus with Σ 0 = 10 g cm −2 , a = 1 AU, δa = 0.2 AU. Particles have sizes ranging from r min = 1 µm to r max = 100 km and mass density ρ = 3 g cm −3 . We also set b d = 1 and b l = 1. For these starting conditions, t 0 7.96 × 10 4 yr. With the power law initial size distribution, we derive α for v 2 /Q D ≥ 1. In our formalism, we construct equilibrium size distributions only in systems where collisions between equal mass objects are catastrophic, e.g., v 2 /Q D ≥ 8. Thus, we do not infer α for systems with v 2 /Q D = 1-8 and the equilibrium size distribution. For either initial size distribution, the derived α is somewhat sensitive to b d and b l but is independent of a, δa, Σ 0 , r min , r max , and ρ. In systems with the simple power law (N (r) ∝ r −3.5 ), the relative mass distribution follows a straight horizontal line. For equilibrium mass distributions, the lack of grains with r ≤ r min prevents collisional disruption of particles with r ≈ 1-3 r min and produces an excess of these objects (Campo Bagatin et al. 1994; O'Brien & Greenberg 2003; Wyatt et al. 2011; Kenyon & Bromley 2016) . Similarly, the excess of particles just larger than r min produces a deficit of particles with r ≈ 10 r min . At small v 2 /Q D , the waviness in the relative mass distribution is minimal and confined to particle sizes r 10-30 r min . As the adopted v 2 /Q D grows, the relative mass distribution becomes wavier and wavier at larger and larger sizes. Systems with larger mass loss rates evolve more rapidly. Thus, α declines with v 2 /Q D .
To construct a simple analytical relation for α, we derive least-squares fits to the data in Fig. 2 . Models with
−e 2 yield α 1 = 38.71, e 1 = 1.637, α 2 = 16.32, and e 2 = 0.620 (power-law size distribution) and α 1 = 13.00, e 1 = 1.237, α 2 = 20.90, and e 2 = 0.793 (equilibrium size distribution). For the power-law size distribution, the model matches the data to better than 5% over the entire range in v 2 /Q D . Although waviness in α for the equilibrium size distribution precludes such a good match for all v 2 /Q D , the model agrees within 5% for v 2 /Q D 3000.
To identify a second equation for r max , we first set the boundary between catastrophic and cratering collisions. We define f c as the critical ratio of the collision energy Q c to the binding energy Q D which separates catastrophic and cratering outcomes. If all particles have the same velocity v, collisions among more massive particles have larger center-of-mass collision energy Q c . Thus, we can adopt a maximum x, x cc , which results in a cratering collision. Collisions with x > x cc result in catastrophic outcomes.
In principle, establishing x cc is straightforward. Recalling the mass ejected in a collision when With x cc known, we derive an expression forṙ max =ṁ max /4πρr
where
and
we have a simple expression forṙ max :
For the standard power-law size distribution N (r) = N 0 r −3.5 max x −3.5 , there is a simple solution to the system of two equations (eqs. 2 and 12) for the two unknowns M and r max :
Using a more general expression for the size distribution -e.g.,
where f (x) is some function which relates the standard power-law to the general size distribution -leads to the same result except for modest changes to the integrals X 1 and X 2 . Because our main focus is on the time variation of r max and M d , we proceed with the solution in eqs. 13-16.
The form of the equations for r max and M d mirror those in the standard analytical model. When r max is constant in time, γ = 0. At late times, r max and M d follow simple power laws:
Connecting the evolution of r max and
In this expression, the γ/2 component results from the relationship between L 0 and r max :
Independent of the input parameters, the simple solutions for r max (t), M d (t), and L d (t) yield several robust results. At early times, the evolution follows standard analytical models with constant r max : M d and L d fall to half of their initial values in one collision time αt 0 . After several collision times, r max starts to approach the asymptotic result, r max ∝ t −γ . On the same time scale, M d and L d also begin to follow power-law declines with an exponent 1 + γ for M d (t) and 1 + γ/2 for L d (t).
For any adopted f c ≤ 1, any initial size distribution, and any v 2 /Q D ≤ 4 (v 2 /Q D ≥ 5), the model predicts the largest objects grow (diminish) with time. Once f c is known, other aspects of the model (including a specific v 2 /Q D whereṙ max = 0) follow uniquely. In practice, however, there is no clear boundary between cratering and catastrophic collisions. For this study, we use the results of numerical simulations to establish τ 0 and γ.
In addition to f c , the analytic model relies on a constant Q D and the exponents, b d and b l , in the relations for the ejected mass and size of the largest object in the ejecta. Variations in b l have modest impact on the evolution of r max , M d , and L d ; however, small differences in b d produce measurable changes in the evolution of r max and L d (Kenyon & Bromley 2016) . While Kenyon & Bromley (2016) did not discuss how outcomes with constant Q D differ from those where Q D varies with r, they note that the evolution of L d in planet formation simulations is not sensitive to the form of Q D (see also Kenyon & Bromley 2008 . We return to this issue in §3.3.
COMPARISON WITH NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
To test the analytical model, we compare with results from numerical simulations of collisional cascades at 1 AU and at 25 AU. As in Kenyon & Bromley (2016) , we use Orchestra, an ensemble of computer codes developed to track the formation and evolution of planetary systems. Within the coagulation component of Orchestra, we seed a single annulus with a swarm of solids having minimum radius r min and maximum radius r max . The annulus covers 0.9-1.1 AU at 1 AU (22.5-27.5 AU at 25 AU). At 1 AU (25 AU), the solids have initial mass M d = 5 M ⊕ (700 M ⊕ ), mass density ρ s = 3 g cm −3 (1.5 g cm −3 ), surface density Σ 0 = 106 g cm −2 (24 g cm −2 ), and collision time t 0 7.51 × 10 3 yr (2.07 × 10 6 yr).
To evolve this system in time, the code derives collision rates and outcomes following standard particle-in-a-box algorithms. For these simulations, the initial size distribution of solids follows a power-law, N ∝ r −3.5 , with a mass spacing between mass bins δ ≡ m i+1 /m i = 1.05-1.10. The orbital eccentricity e and inclination i of all solids are held fixed throughout the evolution: e 0 = 0.1 at 1 AU (0.2 at 25 AU) and i 0 = e 0 /2.
In any time step, all changes in particle number for N ≤ 2 × 10 9 are integers. The collision algorithm uses a random number generator to round fractional collision rates up or down. This approach creates a realistic 'shot noise' in the collision rates which leads to noticeable fluctuations in r max and L d as a function of time.
Collision outcomes depend on the ratio v 2 /Q D . In our approach, v 2 depends on a, e, i, and the mutual escape velocity of colliding particles. Although our formalism also includes gravitational focusing (Kenyon & Bromley 2012 , and references therein), focusing factors are of order unity. For simplicity, we set Q D = constant; varying the constant allows us to evaluate how the evolution depends on the initial v 2 /Q D . As r max declines with time, v 2 /Q D also slowly declines. Thus, we expect some deviations from the predictions of the analytical model. For additional details on algorithms in the coagulation code, see Kenyon & Luu (1998 ; Kenyon & Bromley (2001 , 2002a ; Kenyon (2002) ; Kenyon & Bromley (2004 , 2008 , and references therein).
Results at 1 AU
Figs. 3-4 illustrate the evolution of the largest objects in a collisional cascade at 1 AU (see also Kenyon & Bromley 2016) . When v 2 /Q D 8 (Fig. 3) , collisions among equal-mass particles yield one larger merged object and a substantial amount of debris. Collisions with smaller particles always produce debris and may augment the mass of the larger object.
The balance between accretion and mass loss depends on v 2 /Q D . For this suite of simulations where Q D is independent of particle mass density and radius, the largest objects gain (lose) mass when
, growth and destruction roughly balance. Depending on the mix of collisions as the system evolves, r max sporadically increases and decreases. This critical value for v 2 /Q D is close to the value of 4-5 predicted from the analytical model.
In systems with much larger v 2 /Q D (Fig. 4) (Fig. 2) . With a short collision time, t c = αt 0 10 3 yr, the system loses mass rapidly (see Fig. 6 below) . Within 1 Myr, the system loses 99.99% of its initial mass. At this point, collisions among the largest objects are sporadic; shot noise dominates the evolution.
When v 2 /Q D ≈ 8-12, only collisions among roughly equal mass objects yield catastrophic outcomes. Collisions between one object and a much smaller particle yield some growth and some debris. After several collisions times, systems with v 2 /Q D ≈ 8-12 have (i) relatively more mass in the largest objects and (ii) shorter collision times than those systems with v 2 /Q D 12. As a result, the largest objects evolve somewhat faster at later times
To illustrate this point, Fig. 5 compares mass distributions for calculations with v 2 /Q D = 8 and 32 at 6 Myr, when both have the same r max . The plot shows the relative cumulative mass distribution, defined as the cumulative mass from r max to r, M d (> r), relative to the total mass M d in the grid. This ratio grows from roughly 10 −2 at r = r max to unity at r = r min . For these two calculations, it is clear that the system with v 2 /Q D = 8 has relatively more mass in solids with r 25 km and somewhat less mass in solids with r 25 km.
In addition to having more mass in large objects, the calculation with v 2 /Q D = 8 also has more mass overall. Systems with more mass have shorter collision times (eq. 1). At late times, systems with v 2 /Q D ≈ 8-10 evolve more rapidly than systems with v 2 /Q D ≈ 16-32.
For intermediate v 2 /Q D , the evolution more closely follows expectations from the analytical model. Most collisions remove mass from the largest objects throughout the evolution. Thus, these objects gradually diminish in size as the total mass in the system declines.
Despite differences in the evolution of r max , all systems with a declining r max lose mass on roughly the collision time scale τ 0 = α(γ + 1)t 0 (Fig. 6) . Although there is some shot noise at large v 2 /Q D and some growth at small v 2 /Q D , the total disk mass always drops smoothly with time. Systems with larger v 2 /Q D lose mass more rapidly.
The dust luminosity generally follows the evolution of the total mass (Fig. 7) . In every calculation, it takes 10-100 yr for the size distribution to reach an approximate equilibrium where the flow of mass from the largest particles to the smallest particles is similar throughout the grid. Systems with larger v 2 /Q D tend to reach this equilibrium more rapidly and at a somewhat larger L d than systems with smaller v 2 /Q D . Once this period ends, the luminosity follows a power-law decline with superimposed spikes in L d due to shot noise.
These results demonstrate that the numerical simulations generally evolve along the path predicted by the analytical model. After a brief period of constant r max , M d , or L d , these physical variables follow a power-law decline in time. To infer the slope of the powerlaw for each calculation, we perform a least-squares fit to r max (t), M d (t), and L d (t). Using an amoeba algorithm (Press et al. 1992) , we derive the parameters τ 0 and γ from results for r max (t) and M d (t). Because our calculations relax to an equilibrium size distribution, we add a third parameter L 0 to fits for L d (t). Once the fitting algorithm derives these parameters, it is straightforward to infer α and β using eq. 1, eq. 15, and eq. 16.
For the complete ensemble of calculations, the amoeba finds each solution in 20-25 iterations. Typical errors in the fitting parameters for r max and M d are ±10%-20% in τ 0 and ± 0.005 in γ. Among calculations with identical starting conditions, typical variations in the fitting parameters are ±5%-10% in τ 0 and ±0.003 in γ. Thus, intrinsic fluctuations in α and γ are comparable to the fitting uncertainties. Adding the uncertainties in quadrature, the errors are ±11%-22% in α and ±0.006 in γ.
Figs. 8-9 show fits to one set of results for v 2 /Q D = 128. The model r max (t) = r 0 /(1 + t/τ 0 ) fits the data in Fig. 8 well: the agreement is excellent for t ≤ 10 4 yr and t ≥ 10 5 yr. In between these times, there is a small amount of 'ringing' as the numerical calculation settles down to the standard power-law evolution. For L d and M d (Fig. 9) , the agreement between the numerical calculation and the model fits is also excellent.
In this example and all other calculations, the evolution of M d matches the model more closely than the evolution of r max or L d . As these systems evolve, changes in L d and r max consist of a general decline due to the loss of mass and random fluctuations due to the shot noise inherent in our collision algorithm. Because larger input v 2 /Q D yields shorter collision times, these fluctuations grow with increasing v 2 /Q D . Adopting an appropriate measure of these fluctuations enables fits with χ 2 per degree of freedom of roughly unity.
For the complete ensemble of calculations, the derived α from fits to the evolution of r max , M d , and L d closely follows predictions for the analytical model using the equilibrium size distribution (Fig. 10) . Remarkably, independent fits to the evolution of M d and L d for the same calculation yield nearly identical results for α. For the evolution of r max , derived values for α are typically 5% to 10% smaller. Although this offset is systematic, it is small compared to the uncertainties in model parameters derived from the amoeba fits. As expected, the analytical model provides a poor description of the numerical simulations when v 2 /Q D 8 and growth by mergers is an important process in the overall evolution of the swarm. When 10 v 2 /Q D 10 4 , however, the numerical results for α follow the predicted slope very well.
Once v 2 /Q D 10 4 , the analytical model predicts the numerical results rather poorly. For these large collision velocities, the evolution of r max , M d , and L d diverge dramatically from each other and from the analytic prediction. We associate this divergence with intrinsic shot noise (which grows as M d drops) and the appearance of extreme waviness in the size distribution (which causes large fluctuations in the evolution of r max , M d , and L d ).
Derived values for γ also show clear trends with v 2 /Q D (Fig. 11) . As v 2 /Q D grows, γ declines from 0.15 to 0.1, rises slowly to 0.15, and then fluctuates dramatically. There is a modest offset in γ for r max , M d , and
01. These systematic offsets are 2-3 times larger than the uncertainties in γ derived from the amoeba algorithm.
Although the numerical value for γ depends on many details, the overall trends agree with predictions of the analytical model. As v 2 /Q D grows, collisions are more destructive; the largest objects are diminished more rapidly, which results in a larger value for γ. Once v 2 /Q D 10 4 , the extreme waviness in the size distribution sets the evolution of r max ; the analytical model then provides a poor description of the system. For this suite of calculations, the typical γ ≈ 0.10-0.15 implies β ≈ 0.09-0.13. Recalling our definition in eq. 11, the slow variation of β as a function of v 2 /Q D implies changes in
for v 2 /Q D ≈ 10 3 , and f c ≈ 3 × 10 −5 for v 2 /Q D ≈ 10 4 . The progressive decline in f c with increasing v 2 /Q D implies a gradual reduction in the importance of cratering collisions as the collision energy grows. This result is sensible: larger collision energies result in greater frequency of catastrophic collisions.
Results at 25 AU
Predictions for the analytical model in §2 are independent of a. However, performing a suite of calculations at a different a serves several goals: (i) we make a more robust connection between new calculations and those of previous investigators at a = 10-50 AU (e.g., Krivov et al. 2005 Krivov et al. , 2006 Löhne et al. 2008; Gáspár et al. 2012a,b) , (ii) we develop a better understanding of the impact of the mass resolution, stochastic variations, and timestep choices within our code, and (iii) we infer the impact of changing the particle density ρ. The analytical model is independent of ρ ( §2); however, the numerical model uses ρ to calculate the escape velocity of colliding particles, which appears in expressions for the gravitational focusing factor and the impact velocity. Although we expect a minor impact on the evolution, changing ρ might modify f c and the mix of cratering and catastrophic collisions. Despite substantial differences in the initial mass and a modest change in ρ, calculations at 25 AU yield nearly the same variation of α with v 2 /Q D as those at 1 AU (Fig. 12 ). For v 2 /Q D 8-10, results closely follow predictions of the analytical model for the equilibrium size distribution. Results for the fits to r max are somewhat closer to these predictions than results for fits to M d and L d . However, the differences are fairly negligible compared to the uncertainties in amoeba model fits for α.
As in the calculations at 1 AU, γ clearly correlates with v 2 /Q D (Fig. 13) . 
Discussion
The comparisons between results of the numerical simulations and expectations from the analytical model are encouraging. Within the full set of several hundred simulations at 1 AU and at 25 AU, the derived evolution of r max , M d , and L d matches the predictions almost exactly. Repeat calculations with identical starting conditions yield nearly identical values for α and γ. Changing the particle mass density ρ has minor impact on the results. We conclude that the analytical model provides an accurate representation of numerical simulations for collisional cascades with a fixed v 2 /Q D . In the rest of this section, we consider comparisons of our results with previous studies and discuss how γ depends on various aspects of the calculations.
Previous estimates for the collision time parameter α yield a broad range of results.
−p with p = 5/6 (e.g., Löhne et al. 2008; Kobayashi & Tanaka 2010; Wyatt et al. 2011 , and references therein). Although some numerical calculations confirm the analytical result (Kobayashi & Tanaka 2010) , others suggest p = 1.125 (Löhne et al. 2008) or p = 1 (Kenyon & Bromley 2016) .
Our analysis clarifies these disparate results. For a broad range of v 2 /Q D , we infer
−e 2 with α 1 = 38.71, e 1 = 1.637, α 2 = 16.32, and e 2 = 0.620 for a power-law size distribution and α 1 = 13.00, e 1 = 1.237, α 2 = 20.90, and e 2 = 0.793 for the equilibrium size distribution. All previous analytical studies of α for v 2 /Q D 1 (Löhne et al. 2008; Kobayashi & Tanaka 2010; Wyatt et al. 2011 ) agree reasonably well with our expectation for the equilibrium size distribution. In numerical simulations, the derived size distribution generally follows the equilibrium size distribution (Kenyon & Bromley 2016) . The offset of g from zero results from an inability of the numerical simulations to maintain an equilibrium size distribution. Throughout every calculation, the derived size distribution is similar but not identical to the analytical equilibrium size distribution described in §2. As calculations proceed, the numerical size distribution also wanders farther away from equilibrium. Relative to an equilibrium size distribution with r min = 1 µm and arbitrary r max , the numerical size distribution usually has somewhat less total mass and always has less cross-sectional area. Thus, M d and L d decline faster than r max relative to the predictions of the analytical model.
There are several possible origins for 'non-equilibrium' size distributions in our calculations, (i) shot noise in the collision rate of the largest objects, (ii) non-zero r min and finite r max , and (iii) finite mass resolution δ and timestep δt. The tests outlined below indicate that differences in ρ have little influence on the variation of g with v 2 /Q D .
Throughout the course of the evolution, the size distribution is the sum of two components: (i) an equilibrium piece produced by the steady collisional grinding of objects with r 0.1-0.3 r max and (ii) waves of debris generated by occasional collisions among pairs of the largest objects with r 0.1-0.3 r max . Test calculations demonstrate that steady collisional grinding, without pulses of debris from collisions of larger objects, yield size distributions close to the equilibrium size distribution with g almost zero. During the pulses, however, the size distribution deviates considerably from equilibrium, changing the relationship between M d , A d (and thus L d ), and r max . Despite the large variations in the size distribution, g is still fairly close to zero.
In calculations at 25 AU, the larger initial mass reduces shot noise compared to the calculations at 1 AU. Several calculations with a factor of ten more mass at either a reduce the absolute value of g. Thus, shot noise is clearly responsible for some of the deviations of the numerical calculations from the predictions of the analytical model.
The non-zero r min and the finite r max also contribute significantly to the non-equilibrium size distribution. For example, when r min = 1 µm (10 −3 µm), r max = 10-100 km, and v 2 /Q D ≈ 100, waviness in the equilibrium size distribution occurs for r 1-10 cm (10-100 µm; see Fig. 1 ). Pulses from collisions of 10-100 km objects yield an extra waviness at r 0.1-1 km. Several test calculations suggest that the ability of the numerical calculation to 'smooth out' this extra waviness depends on the size range between the two sets of waves in the size distribution: reducing r min allows collisional processes to reduce the amplitude of the pulse before it reaches the intrinsic waviness caused by the non-zero r min . In these calculations, g is closer to zero for v 2 /Q D 100.
This feature of the numerical calculations explains the trends in Fig. 14. For v 2 /Q D 1000, the finite r min produces large waves in the equilibrium size distribution where shot noise generates pulses in debris production. The combination of an intrinsically wavy size distribution at 1-10 km and wave-like pulses of debris generated from infrequent collisions of 100 km objects yields a very non-equilibrium size distribution where the evolution of M d and L d are less correlated with the evolution of r max . Thus, g varies rapidly with v 2 /Q D .
Test calculations suggest that adopting smaller r min and larger initial r max change the placement of the waves in the relation between g and v 2 /Q D illustrated in Fig. 14. Reducing r min also tends to force g closer to zero; the change is more dramatic for calculations with v 2 /Q D 100 than for those with v 2 /Q D 1000. For these large values of v 2 /Q D , it is necessary to increase the initial r max significantly to change g dramatically.
Finally, the finite mass resolution and the need for finite time steps limit the ability of the coagulation calculations to track the analytical model. Figs. 25-26 of Kenyon & Bromley (2016) show how finer mass resolution reduces the noise in numerical calculations of wavy size distributions. Although simulations for this paper with δ = 1.05-1.10 match analytical predictions very well, calculations with smaller δ would improve the agreement. Taking smaller time steps cannot change the impact of a pulse of debris on the size distribution; however, smaller steps allow the code to smooth out the pulses more evenly. Calculations with smaller δ and δt are very cpu-intensive. Given the small differences between the predictions of the analytical model and the results of the numerical simulations, more accurate calculations are not obviously worthwhile. This difference has a simple physical origin. When Q D is a function of radius, v 2 /Q D is larger for all solids with r ≤ 10 km than for larger particles. With larger v 2 /Q D , the mass in small particles declines more rapidly than the mass in large objects. Calculations with Q D (r) then have less mass in small particles than those with constant Q D (e.g., Fig. 15 of Kenyon & Bromley 2016) . Compared to a calculation with the same mass in large objects and constant Q D , large objects with Q D (r) suffer fewer cratering collisions and therefore less mass loss; r max then declines more slowly with time. Although the overall L d is smaller, it also declines more slowly with time. Thus, the γ factors are somewhat smaller.
Despite the sensitivity of our numerical results to various choices, applications of the analytical model to real data are probably rather insensitive to the choice of γ among the various possibilities. We suggest setting γ = γ(r max ) = 0.12 for v 2 /Q D 100-1000 and γ = γ(r max ) = 0.13 for v 2 /Q D 1000. In most real systems, the mass of the swarm is rarely large enough to prevent shot noise from impacting the evolution. The evolution of the cascade then probably deviates from the predictions of the analytical model. In these circumstances, adopting γ(M d ) = γ(r max ) + 0.02 and γ(L d ) = γ(r max ) + 0.03 should provide an adequate representation of the evolution of a real system. Even though γ is small, the evolution of r max still has an impact on the late time evolution of the dust luminosity. After 10-1000 collision times, systems with a changing r max are from 15% to 40% fainter than those with a static r max . Producing a specific L d late in the evolution therefore requires a system with a larger initial mass relative to the standard analytical model. For some circumstances, the required initial mass is as much as a factor of two larger.
SUMMARY
We have developed a new analytical model for the evolution of a collisional cascade in a ring of solid particles orbiting a massive central object. In our derivation for systems with a constant v 2 /Q D , r max the radius of the largest object in the cascade evolves as r max = r 0 (1 + t/t c ) −γ , where r 0 is the initial radius of the largest object, t c = α(γ + 1)t 0 , t 0 = r 0 ρP/12πΣ 0 , and γ is a constant which depends on f c the ratio of the collision energy to the critical collision energy required for catastrophic collisions. The mass M d and the luminosity L d of the solids then evolve as
with α 1 = 13.00, e 1 = 1.237, α 2 = 20.90, and e 2 = 0.793.
The new model applies to cascades in a single annulus of width δa ≥ ae where all particles have the same semimajor axis a and the binding energy of solids (Q D ) is independent of particle size. In disks with a broad range of a and constant r max , the evolution of M d and L d follow more complicated functions of time and the inner and outer disk radius (Kenyon et al. 2016) . For these systems, setting r max = r 0 (1 + t/t c ) −γ as in a single annulus model and allowing t c to be a function of a provides a natural extension of the analytical models discussed here and in Kenyon et al. (2016) . We plan to conduct a set of numerical calculations to test this idea.
Results from numerical simulations match the analytical model quite well. For ensembles of solids at 1 AU and at 25 AU, least-squares fits to the time evolution of r max , M d , and L d yield values for α nearly identical to model predictions. Although there are minor (0.01-0.02) differences in the γ's derived from r max , M d , and L d , typical solutions require γ ≈ 0.12-0.13. Thus, the new analytical model implies somewhat faster declines in total mass and luminosity than those implied from solutions where r max is constant in time, e.g.,
The analytical model enables critical tests of coagulation codes for planet formation. In our approach, the ability of a coagulation code to match predictions of the analytical model depends on the spacing factor between mass bins δ and the algorithm for choosing the time step ∆t. When either δ or ∆t is too large, it becomes more difficult to match model predictions. Results also depend on r min and initial values for r max and M d . Smaller r min and larger r max , M d yield better agreement between numerical results and analytical predictions.
Along with improved two dimensional models of disks (Kenyon et al. 2016) , our new analytical model should also offer more accurate predictions for the long-term evolution of debris disks. In our approach, the dust luminosity of a narrow ring declines as
with γ ≈ 0.15-0.16 instead of the γ ≈ 0 of standard models. The faster decline of the dust luminosity in our models may require somewhat more massive configurations of solids than adopted in existing studies of debris disk evolution. 
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